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Abstract:
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) allows multimedia content to be transcribed from acoustic waveforms to word sequences. This technology is emerging as a critical component in data analytics for a wealth of media data that is being generated everyday. Commercial usage scenarios are already appearing in industries such as customer service call centers for data analytics where ASR is used to search recorded content, track service quality, and provide early detection of service issues. Fast and efficient ASR enables economic employment of text-based data analytics to multimedia contents. This opens the door to unlimited possible applications such as automatic meeting diarization, news broadcast transcription, and voice-activated multimedia systems in home entertainment systems.

This talk provides speech recognition application developers with an understanding of specific implementation challenges to achieve 10x faster performance compared to sequentially processing ASR on a CPU. The techniques presented accelerate the speech inference process, the advanced weighted finite state transducer (WFST) based methods, and the Viterbi algorithm, and are illustrated with an efficient reference implementation on the GPU that could be productively customize to meet the needs of specific usage scenarios. Four generalizable techniques will be presented, including data-parallel versions of: dynamic data-gather buffer, find-unique, lock-free data structures using atomics, and hybrid global/local task queues. When used together, these techniques can effectively resolve ASR implementation challenges on a GPU. Furthermore, we encapsulate the performance optimization techniques into a speech recognition application framework and enables flexible customization that targets specific usage scenarios while preserving execution efficiency.
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